
SAP / BI Consultant (m/f/d)

We are the experts for reliable temperature sensors, even at extreme temperatures and in demanding 

applications. As the global market leader for platinum thin-film technologies, we offer sensor elements 

and assemblies with the highest quality standards from -200 °C to +1,000 °C. We enable reliable and 

sustainable applications and thus make an important contribution to key issues of our time, such as clean 

air, energy efficiency and resource conservation. We support our customers from rapid prototyping to 

large-scale production and with constantly adapted production capacities in Europe and Asia.

About YAGEO Nexensos

▪ In your role, you will support us with the

changeover to our new owner's SAP system

and help to ensure that everything runs

smoothly during subsequent operations.

▪ In cooperation with the various specialist

departments and global IT, you will develop

solutions, coordinate problems and implement

new requirements in the SAP environment.

▪ You are the first point of contact for all matters

relating to Microsoft Power BI, from

requesting and creating new reports to

providing support with specific issues.

▪ Creating the relevant documentation and

conducting internal training for employees

rounds off your area of activity.

These exciting tasks await you:

Have you found a suitable vacancy and are ready to take the next step in your career? - Then send us 

your application documents now at: recruiting.nexensos@yageo.com. We look forward to hearing from 

you! Do you have any questions? Our recruiting team will be happy to help you by e-mail: 

recruiting.nexensos@yageo.com

Join the Leader - Apply now!

▪ Completed Bachelor's degree in computer

science, related fields or extensive

professional experience

▪ Several years of professional experience in a

similar position

▪ Experience in consulting in the SAP

environment including sound knowledge of

SAP modules and processes

▪ Expertise in the development and

management of PowerBI reports

▪ Ability to work in a team and interact with

stakeholders (e.g. management, internal

departments and external partners)

▪ Very good written and spoken English skills

Your Profile:

02.04.2024

Location Kleinostheim

Full-time 

Unlimited 
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